Abstract. Rolling bearings is the basic connection parts of machinery, whose quality plays an irreplaceable role for the normal operation of machinery and equipment. Therefore, it is particularly important to make an evaluation of bearing quality. In this paper, factors affecting the machining precision of the tapered roller bearing vibration quality were analyzed using the grey system theory together with the classical statistic theory. The test object is 30204 tapered rolling bearing. It is obtained that the roller spherical runout range, the outer raceway angle error, the average of roller roughness and the roller convexity range are the main factors which affect the tapered roller bearing vibration quality. In the machining process, due to the controllable of these factors the control of finished bearing quality will come into reality in parts machining process.
Introduction
Rolling bearing quality has received widespread attention. Many scholars have conducted relative research and a number of new bearing fault diagnosis methods have been proposed [1] [2] [3] . The reference [4] studied the life and reliability of rolling bearing after repair, and made an assessment of the quality of rolling bearing after maintenance. Z.Q. Yu analyzed the fatigue life of rolling bearing in the motor under grease lubrication [5] . S. Söchting simulated and evaluated the vibration of ball bearing friction and lubrication performance impact in space applications [6] . These studies are of great help and have an important guiding significance for rolling bearing quality improvement.
However, there is lack of research data due to the specificity of the test objects in reality. This kind of research is mostly small sample problem [7] . The lack of test samples and test data results in the fact that it is hard to solve this kind of problem using only the classical statistical theory. This paper is mainly based on 30204 tapered roller bearings to get all the data needed, which are analyzed by combining the grey system theory [8, 9] and the classical statistical theory. A model for parameter estimation and inference of tapered roller bearings quality was established, and the factors of vibration quality were analyzed to obtain a control method of quality.
Experimental Research and Data Analysis
The experimental study on the factors influencing the bearing vibration quality, The C&U GROUP of 30 sets of 30204 tapered rolling bearing samples were chosen as research objects. The tapered roller bearing vibration acceleration and 32 selected parameters were measured. And the relationship between the parameters and bearing vibration was studied to seek methods to control the rolling bearing quality.
In order to facilitate research, define the vibration acceleration value as Y, and other symbols are described in Table 1 , during which the (A) are on behalf of roller parameters average and the (V) are on behalf of poor roller parameter values.
In the production site, randomly select and number 30 bearing samples, and obtain the vibration acceleration of rolling bearing after measurement X1  X2  X3  X4  X5  X6   X7  X8  X9  X10 X11 X12  X13 X14 X15   X16 X17 X18  X19 X20 X21   X22 X23 X24  X25 X26 X27  X28 X29 X30 X31 X32 Figure 1 . The parameter data of each parameter
In the analysis, the 32 factors were analyzed using the grey correlation degree analysis of grey system theory and the one linear regression analysis of classic statistics theory. By integrating the above two methods for data processing, the inherent relationship between various factors and bearing vibration acceleration values can be comprehensively analyzed. The main factors affecting bearing vibration acceleration are thus reasonably found, and the main factors affecting the bearing quality are obtained.
Correlation Analysis. In the process of grey correlation degree analyzing [10] , define the vibration acceleration, Y, as the main sequence and the each factor, X i , as the data sequence, take the value of resolution factor, ξ, as0.5. Take two different initialization operator, D, to analyze, and the results are shown in Table 2 . In the process of relative correlation degree analyzing, define the vibration acceleration, Y, as the main sequence and the each factor, X i , as the subsequence, with the results shown in Table 2 . Table 3 . Through comprehensive analysis of the grey correlation analysis and one element linear analysis, it can be concluded that there are 8 main factors of the 32 influencing factors affecting the bearing vibration quality, which are shown as follows:
is that excluded from the argument and re-establish a polynomial regression, polynomial for all new F-test to determine their significance and standard deviation of the regression equation derived effective analysis. 
The model analysis results, including significance and standard deviation, of three or more factors are shown in Table 5 . 
It can be concluded that X 6 and X 8 are the most important influence factors, and X 2 and X 5 are main influence factors.
Summary
In this paper, by using the combined theory of the grey system theory and the classical statistics theory, the linear and non-linear correlation degree between the influencing factors and vibration acceleration value were measured, and factors related to the vibration acceleration values were thus obtained. Using the above two methods to data processing, can be more comprehensive analysis of the relationship between the bearing vibration and various influence factors, thus more reasonable to find the main factors affecting bearing vibration acceleration, and then get the main factors affecting the bearing quality.
The main factors affecting the bearing vibration quality are the roller spherical runout range, the outer raceway angle error, the average of roller roughness and the roller convexity range. Due to the controllable of these factors in machining processes, the control of finished bearing quality will come into reality in parts machining process.
